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Abstract 

Study of a Relativistic Wave Equation 

Describing Spin h. Bosons 

by 

John Baxter Cone 

This is a study of a proposed new relativistic 

wave equation describing spin-% particles. Its con¬ 

sistency and validity are studied by comparison with the 

Dirac and Sakata-Taketani equations. Our research indi¬ 

cates that the new equation, the Guertin-Guth equation, 

is consistent in the free particle case but problems 

arise when electromagnetic fields are introduced in the 

conventional manner. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work is a study of a new relativistic wave equa¬ 

tion for spin \ particles proposed by R. F. Guertin and E. 

Guth. The study is basically a comparison of the proposed 

equation with the Sakata-Taketani and Dirac equations. 

The reason for this type of study is that the Sakata- 

Taketani and Dirac equations, which have been extensively 

studied, have certain features in common with the new equa¬ 

tion. The Sakata-Taketani equation exhibits the lack of 

symmetry between space and time derivatives and the neces¬ 

sity for an indefinite metric. Many of the remaining 

features of the new equation are shared with the Dirac equa¬ 

tion since they are both four component equations describing 

spin % particles. 

Our proposed equation seems to be a generalization of 

both the Sakata-Taketani and the Dirac equations, depending 

on the value of a parameter G. The Sakata-Taketani equation 

corresponds to G = 0, the Dirac to G = -i. There seems to 

be no reason to rule out any real value of G, allowing an 

infinite number of other possibilities. 

We will also discuss the problem of introducing elec¬ 

tromagnetic interactions into the equations. It appears 

that the use of the usual minimal coupling is not valid in 

this case. The relativistic invariance of relativistic 

wave equations with minimal coupling is studied in general. 
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Finally there is a brief study of the second quanti¬ 

zation of the equations and the connection between spin 

and statistics. It appears that the proposed equation, 

although describing spin % particles, requires Bose 

statistics in apparent contradiction of Pauli's proof of 

the spin-statistics theorem. 

Throughout this work less detail will be given con¬ 

cerning the Sakata-Taketani and Dirac equations since they 

are discussed in detail in virtually all graduate level 

books on quantum mechanics as well as in books on rela¬ 

tivistic quantum mechanics. The review article by Feshbach 

and Villars ^ has also been helpful. 
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I. FREE PARTICLE WAVE EQUATIONS 

In many efforts to arrive at a quantum mechanical 

wave equation which is relativistically valid, the pro¬ 

cedure has been to start from the relativistic energy- 

momentum relation* 

£T=\|^2+m* (1) 

If we make the usual operator substitutions into this 

equation we can write 

'ft*/* 

However this causes problems. The equation is obviously 

non-local. The operator +rn is equal to an infinite 

• u
2 

series in v . 
fsj 

There is also the problem of the lack of symmetry 

between the space and time derivatives. This complicates 

the interpretation of the equation as a relativistic 

wave equation. However, as we shall see later, it is 

not true, as some books claim, that this lack of symmetry 

prohibits its relativistic validity. 

* Throughout this work we will set fi = c = 1. 
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We can start with equation (3) and form a localized 

wave equation by squaring it and then making the usual sub¬ 

stitutions for E and £. This gives the familiar Klein- 

Gordon equation 

(2, 

This equation obviously has the advantage of being symmetric 

in space and time derivatives. 

The Klein-Gordon equation is not without difficulties. 

When we squared equation (1) we introduced negative energies. 

These negative energies have no place in classical physics 

or nonrelativistic quantum mechanics but seem to be a re¬ 

quired feature of relativistic quantum mechanics. These nega¬ 

tive energy solutions are usually interpreted as describing 

antiparticles. Although the Klein-Gordon equation is sym¬ 

metric in space and time derivative, the second order time 

derivative also causes some problems. We are required to 

know both ilr(x, t) and -|-£ i|i(x, t) at some time in order to pre¬ 

dict the future behavior of the particle. This is twice as 

much information as was required nonrelativistically. This 

extra "degree of freedom!' is associated with the negative 

energy solutions which arise from squaring equation (1). 

The Hamiltonian Form of the Klein-Gordon Equation 

It is possible to eliminate this difficulty with the 

second time derivative by transforming the Klein-Gordon equa- 

12 ) 
tion into a first order equation in time . The two degrees 



5. 
of freedom associated with the second time derivative appear 

in the two components of the first order equation. To see 

how this first order equation is arrived at define 

O» 

and substitute this into the Klein-Gordon equation. Then 

(3b) 

Equations (3) are now equivalent to the Klein-Gordon equa¬ 

tion. We can write equations (3) in a more symmetric form 

by defining the linear combinations 

(4a) 

(4b) 

We can write equations (3) as 

1 £*('V>'rO * m'rsj‘Çï»/> (5) 
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The are obviously just the Pauli spin matrices but we re¬ 

serve the usual a notation for cases involving spin. The 

degree of freedom associated with the T matrices here is the 

charge space of positive and negative states. For the free 

particle case, equation (5) is completely equivalent to the 

Klein-Gordon equation. It is called the Sakata-Taketani 

equation. 

Although the Sakata-Taketani equation clears up some 

of the difficulties with the Klein-Gordon equation, it has 

problems of its own. For example, the Hamiltonian is not 

hermitian in the usual sense. 

Therefore it is hermitian with respect to the scalar product 

We will refer to the Hamiltonian as pseudo-hermitian. 

Effect of a Rotation on the Sakata-Taketani Equation 

However, the Hamiltonian does satisfy the relation 

(6) 

(7) 

Under a rotation R 

In the rotated frame an observer sees a wavefunction (x1) 

which must satisfy the equation 
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But since R is orthogonal, 

Therefore ty'(x') = \|r (x) . The Sakata-Taketani (and therefore 

the Klein-Gordon) equation must therefore describe a spin 0 

particle. 

Dirac's approach to finding a relativistic wave equa¬ 

tion was to look for a linear equation in hamiltonian form 

whose free particle solutions also satisfied the Klein-Gordon 

equation. 

The simplest form for such an equation is 

The necessary relations between the cu and (3 are derived in 

all books on relativistic quantum mechanics and will only be 

listed here. 

It can be shown that and {3 must be at least four 

dimensional matrices. There are many representations for 

the and (3 all of which are equivalent through a unitary 

transformation. A common representation is 

The Dirac Equation 

(8) 
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— 

O 07 

<SV Ô 

where the CL are the 2x2 Pauli matrices. The Dirac equa¬ 

tion can also be written as 

where the and are given below: 

These matrices satisfy the following relations 

(9) 

The reason for introducing this form of the Dirac equation 

is because of its similarity to the proposed new wave 

equation. 

Property of the Dirac Equation Under a Rotation 

Let us now examine the effect of an infinitesmal rota¬ 

tion on the Dirac equation. In the rotated system the 

particle must obey the wave equation 

u,3 = (f» Ç ■• P w) •+* U/0 
where *'(x#t) = (1+iQ* J) \li (x, t) for an infinitesmal rotation 

by an angle 0 and J = L + S, where L = x xp is the orbital 
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angular momentum and S, is the spin angular momentum. Multi¬ 

plying both sides of the Dirac equation by (l-i0*J) we have 

‘ *f4m ■-‘ ô-J ({.*■♦ p,m) ♦ c (f, C-f Y»1") 0-J] U*/) 
Therefore 

If we now substitute we have 

or 

s-Vm (f. Sf - Sep) = o 
a. 

If we let = y— and employ the commutation relations in 9 

we see that the equation is satisfied. 

U * Ç); + (rf Sj -^^-v -<r, p3]=0 

" fl ^ *f\ =o 
Therefore the Dirac equation does describe a spin ^ particle. 

Guertin-Guth Equation 

Let us now consider the free particle Hamiltonian 

operator 

H~ ^ (io) 

where G is simply a numerical parameter and the CK and 

are the 4x4 matrices defined above. 



This Hamiltonian satisfies the required energy momentum 

relation 

H = pz+mz 

Employing the commutation and anticommutation rules for the 

Therefore the energy-momentum relation is satisfied inde¬ 

pendent of the value of the parameter G. 

On the surface this appears to be a generalization of 

the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations. Both equations corres¬ 

pond to specific values of the parameter G. The Klein-Gordon 

equation corresponds to G = 0, the Dirac equation to G = -i. 

We also require that the Hamiltonian be hermitian with 

respect to some scalar product. However, as we saw with the 

Sakata-Taketani equation, this scalar product need not be the 

one commonly defined in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. 

What we require is that the Hamiltonian satisfy 

and p. given above we have 
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for the scalar product ('ll, S 'll) . 

For our proposed Hamiltonian 

Obviously, for arbitrary G, no such unitary operator inde¬ 

pendent of the momenta and spin variables exists since it 

could not make the transformation 

G -* G* 

If G is pure imaginary, we can write G = -ir| where 

rie(J^. Then 

H =^0'7f)(f3<yK)?+ 

H+=^ (l-lf*)(f5-f»)'
?V^ff Yjffl 

No unitary operator can meet the requirements for arbitrary 

“H. However for r\ = ±1 

H+= n= H 
This is the Dirac case. 

On the other hand if G is real 

H =zmO+6'l)(fï+</ÿi)?,'+ ‘ Y"1 

Therefore we have 

H = P3H
+P3 (11) 
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for any real G. Therefore the proposed Hamiltonian is her- 

mitian with respect to the scalar product ('I'/Pg'IO* We will 

refer to this as being pseudo-hermitian. 

Effect of a Rotation on the Guertin-Guth Equation 

We will now investigate the spin of a particle which 

might be described by the proposed equation. Consider the 

effect of an infinitesmal rotation. The equation in the 

rotated frame is 

‘It 

following the same procedure used above for the Dirac equa¬ 

tion we arrive at 

[ JL, o 

Ji - Li+ si 

Therefore 

ft 

As can easily be seen, employing the commutation relations 

for the pi and a.. and the relation [L^p^] = eijkPk, the equa- 
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tion is satisfied by = o /2 as was the Dirac equation. 

Therefore the proposed equation describes spin % par¬ 

ticles independent of the value of G. 

Currents and Densities: 

Sakata-Taketani Equation 

In the Sakata-Taketani equation and its adjoint form 

we have 

V,«T0 + (12a 

(12b) 

Multiply equation 12a on the left by Y+(x,t)and 12b on 

the right by T3¥(X,t) and subtract 12b from 12a. 

Comparing equation 13 with the continuity equation 

we see that 
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Recalling our earlier definition of Y(x,t) we can write 

£(*/>= (pcVi 
which is obviously not positive definite. 

So, while we cannot treat p (x, t) as the standard proba¬ 

bility density analogous to that of nonrelativistic quantum 

mechanics, we can multiply by the particle charge and treat 

ep(x,t) as the charge density. It now appears as the differ¬ 

ence between two positive definite charge densities just as 

one would expect of an equation describing particles of both 

signs of charge simultaneously, ^(x,t) is now the charge 

current. 

Dirac Equation 

We will now examine the density and current for the 

Dirac equation. If we write the Dirac equation and its ad¬ 

joint equation we have 

+ ^ ~ (15a) 

o (i5b) 

As we did above, multiply equation 15a on the left by \|f+(x, t) 

and 15b on the right by \|r (x, t) and subtract 15b from 15a. We 

now have after collecting terms 
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which is in the form of the continuity equation. Therefore 

we can define 

p(x,t) = fU 

j(x,t) = '1>+P12J|I . 

This expression for the current density suggests that 

the operator a can be interpreted as the particle velocity. 

This can be verified by calculating the time derivative of 

the position vector x in the Heisenberg picture. 

In contrast to the Sakata-Taketani, the Dirac equation 

does give a positive definite probability density. 

Guertin-Guth Equation 

We will now attempt to find a density and a current 

density for the Guertin-Guth equation which satisfy the con¬ 

tinuity equation. We will proceed in the same manner as for 

the two previous equations. 

- G*6 (16a) 

[-*'& - G (? f.1 -H^O 

If we once again multiply the first equation by ty+p^ on the 

left and the second by p^ty on the right and subtract we have 

+:c.MJVv*) = o 
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Therefore for the Guertin-Guth equation, we can satisfy 

the continuity equation with 

Obviously our proposed equation, like the Sakata- 

Taketani equation, does not have a positive definite proba¬ 

bility density. Therefore we must multiply by charge and 

deal with charge density and charge current density rather 

than probability density and probability current. 

Relativistic Invariance 

One of the principal requirements of a satisfactory 

wave equation is that it be relativistically invariant. 

There are two topics usually considered under the 

heading of relativistic invariance, although often no dis- 

P ) tinction is made between them' . The first of these is 

the principle of special relativity that the laws of physics 

should be invariant under changes of reference frame. In 

other words, the theory must be symmetric under a group, in 

this case the Poincare group, of transformations. The 

second topic is that of manifest covariance which is the 

requirement that certain quantities transform in a specific 

manner under a Lorehtz transformation. For example, re¬ 

quiring the wavefunction to have spinor transformation 

properties. While the transformation symmetry is required 
(4 5) 

by special relativity, manifest covariance is not . 
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For wave equations which are in Hamiltonian form the 

required symmetry under the transformation group can be 

satisfied by the construction of operators satisfying the Lie 

bracket relations (Lie Algebra) appropriate to the generators 

of the transformation group. For the Poincare group the Lie 

bracket expressions are ^. 

fofjho (17a) 

OôH]=ô 
(17b) 

(17c) 

U-,H]= 0 (17d) 

(17e) 

(17 f ) 

[H,K A--cTi (17g) 

(17h) 

(X-, Kjl= (17i) 

where the operators H, £, £, £ are the generators of time 

translations, space translations, space rotations, and pure 

Lorentz transformations or boosts, respectively. 

The construction of the ten generators satisfying 

equations 17 is completely sufficient to establish the re¬ 

quired relativistic symmetry. 

Manifest covariance may be included in certain particu¬ 

lar theories, such as the Dirac electron theory, but it is 
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not necessary. In fact the combined requirements of rela¬ 

tivistic symmetry and manifest covariance may so restrict a 

theory that it will be incapable of describing interacting 

The method of construction of suitable generators is 

not particularly important in itself. The difficulty usual¬ 

ly arises in determining the boost operator since the time 

translation operator is the Hamiltonian which presumably is 

known, the space translation operator is the momentum opera¬ 

tor £ and the space rotation operator is the angular momentum 

operator J. In some cases, such as the Dirac equation, K 

can easily be determined by studying the behavior of the 

wavefunction under an infinitesmal boost. However, in other 

cases, such as our proposed equation, this method is 

ineffective. 

There is at least one systematic method of arriving at 

a suitable g for any equation which can be transformed to 

canonical form, that is, where there exists an operator W 

such that 

particles ^ 

and 

where 

(4) 
and i|l is the 2 (2S+1) component canonical wavefunction. 

c 

We then have 

(18) 



Since any free particle equation describing a particle of 

definite spin S and having both positive and negative energy 

solutions can be put in the form of equation 18, this method 

is applicable in most cases of interest. 

This transformation to canonical form is similar to 

the Foldy-Wouthysen transformation^ for the Dirac equation. 

The exact form of the transformation depends on the particu¬ 

lar equation in question. 

Once we have the equation in canonical form, we know 

(4) 
the generators which satisfy the Lie algebra . They are 

If we know the transformation which takes us from our given 

Hamiltonian to the canonical form (equation 19b), we can 

apply the inverse transformation to determine K in the 

original system. 

This procedure will be illustrated in our discussion 

of the invariance of the Guertin-Guth equation. 

Let us now proceed with a discussion of the invariance 

(19a) 

of the individual equations. 
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Sakata-Taketani Equation 

If our claim that the free particle Klein-Gordon and 

Sakata-Taketani equations are completely equivalent is valid, 

then the relativistic invariance of the Sakata-Taketani 

equation should be sssured. The Klein-Gordon equation is an 

obviously invariant scalar wave equation. 

However, in keeping with the method of proving rela¬ 

tivistic symmetry which we discussed above, we will give the 

(7) 
generators which satisfy the Lie algebra ' ' . 

H=H (20a) 

Y - it (20b) 

(20c) 

J< = -L[*H+Hx]-t£ <20d> 

It is a simple, though somewhat lengthy matter to verify that 

these operators do satisfy the Lie algebra given in equations 

17. 

Dirac Equation 

The relativistic invariance of the Dirac equation is 

treated in detail in many referencesv ' . These references 

deal with the explicit transformation properties of the wave- 

functions. It can be seen from these treatments that the 

Dirac equation, in addition to satisfying the relativistic 

symmetry requirement is also manifestly covariant, i.e. the 

wavefunction has spinor transformation properties under a 

Lorentz transformation. 
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To be consistent with our treatment of the other two 

equations we will also show the invariance of the Dirac 

equation using the Lie algebra. The Dirac equation illus¬ 

trates a method mentioned earlier for constructing K. Let 

us examine the effect of an infinitesmal boost on the 

wavefunction 

WK.,-0 —*■ <21 

Ha/i =[l V ${][/-<£ l-p 

Therefore the operator %[xH+hx]-tg generates the boost. 

We therefore make the assignments 

H*«-P + Pm (23a) 

f-f (23b) 

(23c) 

(23d) 

It is a straightforward matter to verify that our choices in 

equations 23 actually satisfy equations 17. 

Guertin-Guth Equation 

We will now prove the invariance of the proposed 

equation by converting it to canonical form and then per¬ 

forming the inverse transformation on Kc, the canonical 

boost generator. 
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Our free particle Hamiltonian can be rewritten as 

Let us now define the operator W(JD) ^ 

This operator has as an inverse 

or 

J21 
£(#{&■& +m 

X 

Using equation 25 we see that 

- W()?)Pî 
Therefore 

Wc> - éf^-f r mj 
Therefore we have 

Wc^p,=^[aïi 6|»,ç-ç +p»w] 

From equation 28 we can write 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

ln the canonical representation the wavefunction can 

be written as 
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where X_j. and X_ are the (2s+l) component positive and nega¬ 

tive energy parts respectively. In the canonical representa¬ 

tion the wave equation is 

therefore 

'h'MpVc & (?) W<?) \Mf> 
Then if we define \|i = W (JD) \|r we have our original wave 

equation 

Define X^Wfp) X W-1 (E) . Then we have 

x-IX»Mwc,
t9 

= x+ 
therefore 

= * ' d‘ %'= Ÿf Wc$) 

■* £ + GtO+^CM.WS-.p -Ë _ (30) 
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but 

W(ff>)TWcé>= J 
From the expression for J we have 

£=2 
Therefore 

SeT Wtf)£ Wcp=2T-2 = S>2(5'2Q* f? 

But from equation 30 

&<&>»{&*e +. &(n-6$(ap-w)^^)(ry/p 

Substituting equation 31 into the expression for a we 
M3 

can evaluate Og x £. 

i- _ r,(i,ca(E-vtfff,+p$: 

(^(n-g^Eoa-^Cfi^Çg-è-p 
£fp[(.lt«?)£C|9l(!-<i’)l,{[ (32) 

Then \( _ g&Xg   2C?->*\Er(H0Et-ù-i')y»lfrx? 
-c. 2£(e«") - Z£2l£*m][(ite^Etù~^ 

L(C?+OtetwOP.^  

2e‘[0<-«.')E+0-<iV] 2£J[ot6')E-Ki-6')«] 
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_ rw G (H- I^XE- ^ST . Gx(/t&')(f,+ÿ,)(C.f) f 

2Ezÿitcde+ 0-&')M] 2E*L(I+&Î£ +(t-<*')»■] 
(33) 

If we now look at the canonical boost operator 

/<c=:Z'[Z(’3 £(-P +f>3£W]-£ 

we see that this can be rewritten as 

-tfw, fa) +ft £?( AXI - 
ZL~\3Cr}t\3 rJ'J (R(D-♦►") 

If we now apply our transformation W (JD) and make use 

of equation 29 

Kor KtWc*0 4(EMÊ~ 

or simplifying 

KQ=2'[V^^H,"2^£r2E^l <34) 

We can now substitute equation 33 into equation 34. KQ now 

(n-rimfsnjÊ—(i^’Xe-aL 

2£^Ot4i)E+0-s^i*»| 4><\E ' 
(35) 
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We now have found a set of generators which satisfy 

the Lie algebra of the Poincare group. Therefore our free 

particle wave equation is relativistically invariant even 

though it is not manifestly covariant. 
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II. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS 

We will now attempt to introduce electromagnetic 

interactions into our theory. We will examine the classi¬ 

cal limit of the theory; we will solve the Coulomb problem 

and the constant magnetic field problem; and finally we 

will consider the requirements of relativistic invariance 

in the presence of electromagnetic interactions. 

First we must decide how to introduce the electromag¬ 

netic interaction into the wave equation. The usual 

method is to make the replacements: 

where A, is the electromagnetic vector potential and 0 is 

the scalar potential. This means of introducing the inter¬ 

action, called minimal coupling, is analogous to the 

This is the simplest gauge invariant coupling we can have. 

Perhaps the best evidence to support the use of minimal 

coupling is its successful use in the Dirac equation and 

eluded. There has also been some consideration of a non¬ 

local coupling, especially in higher spin theories. 

(la) 

and (lb) 

classical results for a particle in an external field 

elsewhere. However, higher order terms in F can be in- 
r* Vi 

Although all of the work presented here is based on 

minimal electromagnetic coupling, there are indications that 
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this may not be correct. We have been unable to prove 

that the equation transforms covariantly when minimal 

coupling is present. It may be necessary to use some X^ 

as the position operator rather than the normal x. In 

that case we might be able to use the non-local "minimal" 

coupling £ -* £ - eA(XQp,t). The alternatives have not 

been studied in detail yet. 

Let us now consider the required behavior of a quan¬ 

tum theory in the classical limit, as lr-0. The corres¬ 

pondence principle requires that 

Only the results for the proposed new equation are 

presented in this section. The corresponding calculations 

for the Sakata-Taketani and Dirac equations are very simi¬ 

Here we will work in the Heisenberg representation 

since it is closely analogous to the classical situation. 

In the Heisenberg representation, we have the equation of 

motion for an operator A* 

* In this section on the classical limit we will show ft 
and c explicitly in our equations. 

Classical Limit (ft-O) 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

lar and of course give the correct classical limits 
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We will first calculate the velocity operator x 

for our equation 

Drt2j= Ifj *]- f[f * 3] - = - 2/k IT 
[^■1,^^[îr-f^j= -/it 

Therefore our velocity operator is 

* (5) 

dH 
We will now determine the force -tv- . 

iN-[rtnl+$ 

v<cG|0,[«rj^ ,ïï(] + e[jft IT,-] 

frjXl= £jt= 

therefore 

r 

C<5îirj3^1='-¥Ca'x6\ ; [sMrj = ■,'$---Ÿx 
Similarly 

Therefore we have for IT. l 

tc=§/^ +& +ie Gf, (tt*l& 

- 1 $ 
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If we employ the relation between the potentials 

electric field strengths 

we can write 

Tf = e£<§ * IK? *»)jj 
In the classical limit x and B commute so that 

n-t rsj 

/V ^ 

Therefore in the classical limit 

tr-^ejê+£(*«?)$ 

which is the Lorentz force just as it should be. 

Let us now examine ^ . 

£ = ~tLH iï-e-4 +ii Of-efi = =j^J# 0] + ^ 
Therefore 

2^0+^XfS'fîJlÇ J*} Tj^ ^ 

Simplifying we have 

'!T^-tezGfi<£-£ <8> 

In the classical limit 

TT-E = E.TT 
f%* f>* rs* r*t 

Recalling the expression we calculated for x, equation 5, we 

can write equation 8 as 

and the 

(6) 

(7) 
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(9) 

in the classical limit. This also agrees with the classical 

result. 

We will now investigate the Coulomb problem, one of the 

few problems which admits an exact solution, using the equa¬ 

tion proposed by Guertin and Guth. We will treat the Sakata- 

Taketani and Dirac Coulomb problems briefly. The solution of 

the problem using the Guertin-Guth equation will illustrate 

the method of solution. 

Actually the spin 0 case of the Coulomb problem is 

more easily solved in the Klein-Gordon formulation. The 

potential for the problem is 

The solution to equation 10 gives an expression for the 

energy levels 

where n is the radial auantum number and % is the orbital 

angular momentum quantum number. We can expand equation 11 

2 
in powers of oc and get 

The Coulomb Problem 

(12 131 
The Sakta-Taketani Casev ' ’ 

Therefore the time independent wave equation is 

(10) 

(11) 
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(12) 

The first term in equation 12 is the rest energy, the 

second is the result predicted by the Schroedinger equation. 

The third term is the leading relativistic correction. 

Equations 11 and 12 show that the Klein-Gordon removes the 

degeneracy of states with the same radial quantum number n 

but different orbital angular momentum quantum number l, 

The actual splitting observed in the hydrogen atom is smaller 

than this predicts. The observed splitting is about 3/8 of 

this predicted splitting for n = 2. This disagreement is 

one reason why the Klein-Gordon equation was originally re¬ 

jected. We will now show that the Dirac equation correctly 

predicts the hydrogen atom energy levels. 

It is known that the Dirac equation correctly predicts 

the hydrogen atom energy levels, aside from certain effects 

explained by quantum electrodynamics. The Dirac equation in 

a time independent Coulomb field can be written 

This leads to the expression for the energy levels of an 

electron in the Coulomb field of a nucleus of charge Ze 

where k = ± (j + h) and n is the radial quantum number. 

The Dirac Case^12'13^ 

(13) 

(14) 

2 
If we once again expand the energy in powers of a 

we ge t 
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2%tx 

' zn*~ Zn« (15) 

This differs from the Klein-Gordon result in the leading 

relativistic correction term. For n = 2 the splitting pre¬ 

dicted by the Dirac equation is 3/8 of the corresponding 

Klein-Gordon result as it should be. The Dirac equation, 

within the limits of a one particle theory, predicts all 

the hydrogen atom energy levels correctly. 

Before we actually solve the Coulomb problem using 

the proposed equation, we will transform it into a more con¬ 

venient form. The original form of the equation is 

The Guertin-Guth Case 

Now multiply both sides of the equation by 

-m5 v -o (16) 

We now define 

We can now write 

V^< f. -o (17) 

Now write 
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and define 

ï-(9- 
After making these substitutions, equation 17 becomes 

= 0 (i9) 

In the presence of a time-independent, attractive Coulomb 

potential equation 19 becomes 

/f> -w?fJ=o (20) 
If we now make use of equation 18, we have 

-m 

which can be written as a pair of coupled equations 

-«5 <* =• r zjx (21a) 

(21b) 

We can now substitute 21b into 21a and arrive at an 

equation involving only 0. 

l(S + 1- mV i\0 = 0 (22) 

x 
where x = — — r 

Neither L nor a commutes with the operator in (22) but, 

as in the Dirac equation, the total angular momentum 
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£ = k + Î5 a, does commute with this Hamiltonian. Therefore 

we can write for a state of total angular momentum j, 

f T7“wit-) 

where 

'T7~rni C+) 1 _ =w 

i*V l-) y’T ' _ 

1" O *~TF 

'*1 >F7 ÏP, 
/VF^ Y 

t 

I 

a /,* 
m. (±) 

*v 
a+* 

The X. 
3 

3 

Y 
«/n 

V r*- 
satisfy the following relations 

■rxr= 
J3X;

/W
= miï7

w 

r.*X'?“== 
^3 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

(24d) 

If we make all of these substitutions into equation 

22 and use the relation relation . **. 

V — ■JpT r àr r*- 

and the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, we arrive 

at two coupled equations in f(r) and g (r). 

f^3Cr>d(25a) 



(25b) 
KZBZ*.. ëli'JV éà.. 

r* JT» i-i? mV 

where k = ±j(j + %). 

For details of the solutions to these equations see 

Appendix B. After solving these equations we arrive at 

an expression for the energy levels of a particle in a 

Coulomb field. 

(26) 

where 

yV- 4fcv-A*- 
z (27) 

If we expand the energy in powers of Z a we get 

L-nx m£/ Zr? 2n\lZAVIAI$ J 

where n is the radial quantum number k = ±(j + %) 

Constant Magnetic Field 

We will now investigate the simplest problem which 

involves a vector potential, the particle in a constant 

magnetic field. 

We will present here only the calculations involving 

the proposed new equation. The methods of solving the Klein- 

Gordon and Dirac equations are very similar and our solu¬ 

tion will, of course, contain those solutions as special 

cases. The solution to the Klein-Gordon case may be found 
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(14) 

in a paper by Krase and the solution of the Dirac case 

-, (15) in several papers 

We will start with our equation in a convenient form 

ff>B 'znl<t6 (f-eA) & O 
Let us now choose 

A,= -iBij > Aj.--^]5x A3=0 A.-0 

where B = constant. 

2 2 
Therefore £•& = &•£ A, = (x +y ) 

We can write 

Then proceeding in a manner similar to that used in the 

Coulomb problem, 0^ and 0^ can be expressed in terms of 

0^ and 02. This gives us the two uncoupled equations 

l^tCt-Ek\h (29, 

Equations 28 and 29 are identical except for replacing B, by 

-g, which changes the direction of g. Therefore we will deal 

only with equation 28. 
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Due to the radial symmetry of the problem it is more 

convenient to convert equation 28 to cylindrical coordinates. 

Then 

r'rSr rx)t#x ~èî'- (30) 

The z-component of equation 30 can easily be separated since 

it represents only free particle motion. This leaves a two 

dimensional equation which can be solved by power series 

methods (See Appendix C). The solution of equation 30 gives 

energy levels described by 

*■ (3D 

2 
where the k factor comes from the free particle motion in 

the z-direction. 

The solution of these two problems failed to indicate 

any physical significance of the parameter G or to limit its 

range of allowed xeal values. 

Requirements of Special Relativity 

We will now examine the requirements which the special 

theory of relativity imposes on a general harailtonian wave 

equation in the presence of an external electromagnetic field 

assuming minimal coupling. Although the wave equation in 

an external field is not required to have generators satis¬ 

fying the Lie algebra of Poincare group, we will investigate 

what is required of the generators that were used in the 

free particle case when electromagnetic interactions are 

introduced. 
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We assume a wave equation in the form 

where Hj is the interaction Hamiltonian. 

HxrH(f-e%)-re.$ where Hte-e&) 

is the free particle Hamiltonian with g replaced by g - eA,. 

In another Lore'ntz frame the Hamiltonian takes the form 

Hi- Hip-eA*)* eÇi ' (32) 

where A,' = (x,, t) and 0’ = 0X (&, t) are the potentials in 

the new reference frame. 

Space Translation 

The first type of transformation considered will be 

a displacement in space by an infinitesmal vector a,. 

Then the electromagnetic potentials transform 

and 

Therefore 

H(f~ eâ -fefy-eft- efe* JP/É® 
The double parantheses indicate that the operator operates 

only on the enclosed function. 

Since we are dealing with infinitesmal translations, 

we can expand H (g-eiV, + e(a,*V^))). Therefore, if H is at 

most of second order in g, 

■ ?r hf- *« - !f fhf-ei) iQ-Stsfy-efe.jfl) 
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We also have 

^f/0 = (/"?• Z)^V' 

Our wave equation in the primed system can now be written 

^0-2-z) i-vrn if-es) 

'*■((* wyjO-e-dVcss) 
If we multiply this equation on the left by (1+a,.V) and 

neglect higher powers of a, we have 

Yf HCf?-edV((a*y/J))jj (j) 

. s 
But i 'll = Hjiji. Therefore 

[Hr,fO= <33) 

For the three equations under consideration here, 

equation 33 predicts the following results. 

Sakata-Taketani Equation 

Kf‘] = - e um M] ^ ^ 
Dirac Equation 

[Hx, f J - - e ifi $ *- <; d fc <t-A I 
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Guertin-Guth Equation 

[B, ® +M1 “W 'jtfjlfS'WfSj 

All three equations satisfy these requirements as can be 

verified by direct calculations. 

Rotations in Space 

We will now evaluate the commutator of H. and J. I ~ 

In a rotated reference frame the vector potential 

V)PPOTTIP G 

KM*=MK-W vn*) 
=kSKiA + 

For an infinitesimal rotation by angle 0 

Since 0 is a scalar potential, under a three dimensional 

rotation it transforms as 

We can write the wavefunction in the transformed system as 

Proceeding in a manner similar to that used for space 

translations we can write 
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Since we are considering only infinitesimal transformations 

HI - Ht - ^é^L-kê * fe'Vf - L-i § Hy-eiî) ■ 
GMM^J +^(uè 

assuming H is at most second order in £. 

Our wave equation in the rotated frame becomes 

*&0y ; 2) ^r/‘^((Q -i ¥fft tf - £-8) 

\\ Cf'<=4) * (( 6 *J:)) + * $ 0+c§*3)^ 

If we multiply this equation on the left by (1-iQ^) , it 

reduces to 

[Mr,3,] = IJlili Afefy. Wlf - efl) + 

Vrç A<.f-eô)[(£ u ftp)' £((A$) 

This equation correctly predicts the results for all three 

equations. 

Sakata-Taketani Equation 

Dirac Equation 

L^vic] - eA(/#‘ Ô)) " x$) i 
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Guertin-Guth Equation 

to](' - (vqJ 

Time Translations 

Let us now consider the effect of a displacement in 

time by amount tQ. The vector potential becomes 

\ 

For an infinitesimal displacement, this can be written 

= (/-4^é)/?(*,£> 

Similarly 

= 0'*•&&*'* 

= (/- iiL/O 
where p = -i 4r . 

*o ot 

Therefore for infinitesimal time translations, our wave 

equation in the new reference frame is 

% 0 - « } V * ^ Hx+^((jt)) - Sf H tç - « A ■* ?f h-<e> ■ ((stf 

We can now multiply on the left by (l+itQpo) and simplify this 

equation to 
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(35) 

For the equations we are considering, equation 35 predicts: 

For the three transformations we have considered so far, 

all three equations satisfy the requirements. 

Pure Lorentz Transformations - Boosts 

We will now examine the requirements imposed on our 

theories by pure Lorentz transformations. As with the free 

particle case, satisfying the required properties of the 

boost operator is the most likely source of any difficulties 

which may arise. 

Under a boost the electromagnetic potentials become 

Sakata-Taketani Equation 

Dirac Equation 

Guertin-Guth Equation 
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For an infinitesimal transformation 0’ and A' can be 

written as 

$'<.%£)=Lh i v?- 

(/-tvs-fc-* + 10OJ> 
We can also write the transformed wavefunction as 

tyct/) — (/-n'V&èyW) 
where K, is the boost operator for the theory with an 

external electromagnetic field. The wave equation in the 

primed system is now 

- ((lt))-eH J(i tf> 

If we now multiply on the left by (1-iX-g,) , the 

wave equation reduces to 

•*•*■• *((*)) - X4 ?f ff yf Utf-tÿ)yg))+\ ■ * ((|£) 

If we assume that ICj = Kj - tja where Kj = xp^ + HjX, then 

we can further simplify the equation 
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[Hr,K^ - -if-'r ^W)]’ ïr Hy-egb Jf tkj>-cg)- 

\i({V8)**;(($])]-i€.■?((y:fy (3g) 

Equation 36 predicts the following results: 

Sakata-Taketani Equation 

M 67= -'*■ +à\[il i-êp ' X;&]k «• 

rÿ/W f ' < e %$) ~ce t; ($))-Cent 

Dirac Equation 

[fit,&;]--< ft'+ie^é(y*-$l rtcj^t^'û)) -X(-(fôdjj 

The Sakata-Taketani and Dirac equations satisfy the 

requirements of equation 36. However for our proposed 

equation, assuming we use the free particle boost operator 

with minimal coupling, we do not get the proper commutator. 

This appears to be due to the difficulty arising from 

introducing minimal coupling into E(g) = [g +m ] 2. This 

does not imply that a satisfactory K, does not exist. In 

the external field we have no standard form, such as the 

canonical form, where the generators are known. There 
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appears to be no systematic method for finding K, in the 

presence of interactions if minimal coupling in the free- 

particle K does not work. 

We have therefore been unable to determine definite¬ 

ly whether the proposed equation can be made to satisfy 

the requirements of relativity in the presence of an 

external electromagnetic field. 

We have not considered the possibility of a non- 

minimal coupling although there are some indications that 

the proper coupling is non-minimal. 
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III. SECOND QUANTIZATION 

We will now discuss very briefly the second quanti¬ 

zation of the equations under consideration. At this 

point, very little work has been done on the second quanti¬ 

zation of the Guertin-Guth equation. Since the second 

quantization of the Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations are 

(16 17 18) 
discussed in detail in many references * * , we will 

present here only those aspects necessary for a comparative 

study with the proposed new equation. 

Since our proposed equation appears to contradict 

Pauli's work on the connection between spin and statis- 

. (19) 
tics , we will discuss the assumptions involved in 

Pauli's derivation. 

Since the plane-wave solutions of our equations form 

complete orthonormal sets, we can write an arbitrary free 

particle solution as a linear combination of plane waves. 

(1, 

where a(jg) and b (jg) are momentum space wavefunctions. Equa 

tion 1 holds for all three of the equations we are consider¬ 

ing; however, for the Sakata-Taketani equation there is no 

spin summation. The form of u^ (p) and v^ (p) depend on 

the particular equation under consideration. For the Sakata 

Taketani case u(g) and v(g) are the solutions to the 

equations 

(2a) 
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For the Dirac equation we have 
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(2b) 

(3a) 

and for the Guertin-Guth equation u^ (g) and (g) 

satisfy 

[fcf) 0^'Xf, */.) -fr’julf) 

(3b) 

(4a) 

In the second quantized version of the theories, the 

energy operator becomes (tyjHty). Making use of the defini¬ 

tion of the scalar product for the various theories we can 

determine the energy operators explicitly. 

Sakata-Taketani Equation 

r 

(vj> nv>) = J*f Eifl[atf)oip+bffllfaJ 
(5) 
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Dirac Equation 

Guertin-Guth Equation 

(b u'ç EtfrlJalfifdcf)+$p\£p] 

(6) 

(7) 

We will not go into the details of assigning physical 

interpretations to the operators a^(£)> b^(g), etc. 

This is discussed in detail in the references given 

earlier ^ ^ We just state that a^ (g) destroys 

and a+^ (g) creates a positive energy, negatively charged 

particle while b^ (g) destroys and b+^ (g) creates a posi¬ 

tive energy, positively charged particle. The number oper¬ 

ator will be 

A/(f) =■ Oxf)û!lf) 
for negatively charged particles and 

tfcp- Uf) 

for positively charged particles. 

Since we are primarily interested in the statistics 

obeyed by a particle described by the wave equation we are 

considering, further details of the process of second quan¬ 

tization will be left to the references given earlier. 

We now postulate that the energy operator, equations 

5, 6, 7, must be positive definite. This seems to be a 
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physically necessary, or at least desirable, assumption 

since a particle of negative energy has no physical reality. 

Our energy operator should be the sum of the energies for 

positively and negatively charged particles. Therefore all 

three of our energy operators should have the general form 

For our energy operators to have this form it can be seen 

that the Dirac equation requires that the creation and 

annihilation operators obey anticommutation relations while 

the Sakata-Taketani and Guertin-Guth equations require the 

use of commutation relations. Therefore the Dirac equation 

requires Fermi-Dirac statistics while the Sakata-Taketani 

and Guertin-Guth equations require Bose-Einstein statistics. 

Since the proposed new equation describes spin 1/2 par¬ 

ticles and requires Bose-Einstein statistics, we seem to have 

a contradiction of Pauli's classic theorem on the connection 
(19) between spin and statistics . However, an examination of 

Pauli's paper shows that Pauli made an assumption which our 

equation does not satisfy. Pauli assumed that the wave- 

function would have simple spinor or tensor transformation 

properties under any Lorentz transformation which is not the 

case for our wavefunction. The wavefunction for the Guertin- 

Guth equation has more complicated transformation properties. 

Therefore our results do not contradict Pauli's theorem; this 

is simply a case to which the theorem does not apply. 

This is as far as the second quantization of our new 

equation has progressed at this time. The primary purpose 

of including this brief discussion of second quantization is 

to point out the relation of the proposed equation to Pauli's 

work on the connection between spin and statistics. 

(10) 
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We have not explicitly shown that the Guertin-Guth 

equation requires Bose statistics, but only that Fermi- 

Dirac statistics are inconsistent. To show that Bose 

statistics are consistent we must demonstrate that the 

commutator of the field and its adjoint vanishes for space¬ 

like distances. This calculation is not included here but 

it has been preformed by R. F. Guertin and shows that 

Bose statistics are in fact consistent. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

We have studied the properties of a relativistic 

wave equation proposed by Drs. Guertin and Guth. In the 

free particle case we found no contradictions or inconsis¬ 

tencies, although there were several complications. The 

equation requires the use of an indefinite metric in the 

scalar product. A further complication arises when we con¬ 

sider the transformation properties of the equation. Al¬ 

though the equation is local, the operator which generates 

boosts is non-local. 

When we attempted to introduce electromagnetic inter¬ 

actions into the theory we again ran into problems. If we 

use the normal minimal coupling procedure, our equation fails 

to satisfy the required transformation properties under a 

pure Lorentz transformation. Therefore it seems that if we 

are to introduce electromagnetic interactions into the 

theory, we must use some type of non-minimal coupling. 

Another apparent difficulty with the equation proposed 

by Guertin and Guth is that despite the fact that it des¬ 

cribes a spin 1/2 particle, it requires Bose-Einstein 

statistics to yield a positive definite energy operator. 

However, we pointed out the assumption in the proof of the 

spin-statistics theorem which does not apply to the equation 

we are considering. Therefore we do not have a contradiction 

but only a case to which the theorem does not apply. 

Although the equation proposed by Guertin and Guth 

introduces many complications not desirable in a theory, we 

have been unable to show conclusively that it is invalid. 
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Appendix A 

Indefinite Metric Spaces 

This appendix is intended as a brief review of the 

mathematics of linear vector spaces with indefinite metric. 

The intention is to present some of the results readily ap¬ 

plicable to physics. References will be provided to the 

details of mathematical proofs and to additional physical 

applications. 

The vector spaces which occur in physics have almost 

exclusively, with some recent exceptions, had a positive 

definite metric associated with them. The possible use of 

the indefinite metric in physics was first pointed out in 

1943^^. In the same year Heitler showed that the Sakata- 

Taketani equation requires the use of an indefinite metric. 

Further use was made of the indefinite metric by Gupta and 

(22) 
Bleuler m their method of quantizing the electromagnetic 

field. In recent years a number of papers have appeared 

which apply the indefinite metric to various areas of rela- 

(23) 
tivistic quantum mechanics and field theory • In addition 

to these references to physical applications, a series of 

papers by Nevanlinna covers much of the mathematical back- 

(24) ground and detail' - A review of some of the mathematics 

. . . . (25) and major physical applications is given by Pandit , which 

is the source for much of what is given here. 
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We begin with a finite dimensional linear vector 

space over the field of complex numbers. We will define 

a bilinear form to be a complex-valued function Q(i(i,cp), de¬ 

fined for all pairs of vectors \Jr, cp e V , such that Q is 

linear in cp and Q* (where Q* is the complex conjugate of Q) 

is linear in ty. The bilinear form Q*(cp, ty) is the form ad¬ 

joint to Q(ty,cp). We will be primarily interested in the 

self-adjoint or hermitian symmetric bilinear forms for which 

is called definite if 

Q(i|f) =0 only if \|r = 0 

Such a form always has a fixed sign. Q(i|i) is semidefinite 

if Q('I0 has a fixed sign and 

Q(il0 =0 for a i|i 0 

The quadratic form is indefinite if the sign is not 

fixed and 

Q (ty) =0 for a f ^ 0 

The form Q is degenerate if there exists a ijr ^ 0 such 

Q(cp, i);) = o for all cp e Vn 

(1) 

The quadratic form 

(2) 

that 
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ijr is then a degenerate vector. The set of all degenerate 

vectors plus i(i = 0 forms a linear manifold in V . 

The Metric 

We have not yet introduced the concept of length. We 

will define the length of a vector e V to be 

IMl=Q W <3> 

Q(\jr,cp) is what is usually called the scalar product. The 

vectors i|i,cp are said to be orthogonal to each other if 

If we assume that the bilinear form Q is non-degenerate, 

i.e. there is no non-zero vector orthogonal to the entire 

space, then we can determine an orthonormal basis for the 

space Vn by the usual methods of linear algebra. 

Ai-**/ 

Linear Operators 

The relation 

<Q(yvu>)= QCPW) <4, 
defines the operator P adjoint to P. 

Let us represent the usual positive definite scalar 

product by (i|t,cp). The adjoint of an operator P with respect 

to this metric is the hermitian conjugate P+ defined by 

(5) 
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We can express a bilinear form Q(\|i,cp) in terms of the 

definite form (ty,cp) by means of a linear operator r\ 

From equations 4, 6, and 7 we can derive an expression for 

the adjoint with respect to the indefinite metric. 

Therefore a hermitian operator with respect to an indefinite 

metric satisfies 

In the physical literature this is referred to as pseudo- 

hermitian. 

Basis Transformations 

The transformations we will be most interested in are 

those which leave the scalar product invariant. 

(6) 

If Q is hermitian symmetric then 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

'Qisys't) 

Therefore SS = 1 

In the physical literature such transformations are called 

pseudo-unitary, the term unitary being reserved for those 

which preserve the positive definite metric. 
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The Eigenvalue Problem 

We will present here a summary of the difficulties 

involved in the eigenvalue problem in indefinite metric 

spaces. For more detail on these problems see the paper by 

Pandit. 

In quantum mechanics we deal with hermitian operators. 

Therefore we have real eigenvalues and enough eigenvectors 

to span the space. These properties allow the usual statis¬ 

tical interpretation of quantum mechanics. 

For a self-adjoint operator P the quantity Q(ty,Pi|r) is 

real. This quantity can be regarded as the expectation value 

of P in the state \|i. 

With regard to the eigenvalue problem, a self-adjoint 

operator may have complex eigenvalues but then the norm of 

the corresponding eigenvector must be zero. The eigenvectors 

corresponding to real eigenvalues may or may not have zero 

norm. 

Diaqonalization 

We have a theorem from linear algebra which states 

that a necessary and sufficient condition that P be diagonal- 

izable is that the minimum polynomial of P reduces into dis¬ 

tinct linear factors over the field. 

Suppose p is a root of the minimum polynomial of P. 

The condition that P be a simple root is that the null spaces 

2 
of (P-pI) and (P-pI) be identical. 
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A hermitian operator in the usual theory always satis¬ 

fies this requirement and is therefore diagonalizable. This 

is not, in general, the case however with our self-adjoint 

operators. 

Since a self-adjoint operator does not always have a 

complete set of eigenvectors, it cannot be used as an observ¬ 

able in the usual statistical interpretation of quantum 

mechanics. There is no general method of insuring that a 

self-adjoint operator will be diagonalizable. However, in 

physics it frequently happens that an operator will be self- 

adjoint with respect to both the usual positive definite 

metric and the indefinite metric. The first of these insures 

enough eigenvectors so that the operator will be diagonal¬ 

izable. 

In this discussion we have restricted ourselves to 

finite dimensional vector spaces since that is all that is 

necessary for the present work. A discussion of infinite 

dimensional vector spaces with indefinite metric is given in 

many of the earlier references. 
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APPENDIX B 

Details of the Solution of the Coulomb Problem 

In Section II we arrived at the following pair of 

coupled differential equations in r 

u- 

r) =-0 

where k = -K j + h) * 

Now define the functions 

Ftr)~ rfcrï 

and 

Then 

In the limit as r -* <®, equations 1 a,b go to 

[E^rri)F~0 

(la) 

(lb) 

(2a) 

~O 
(2b) 
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then for large r, the functions must both behave as 
o o t 

-“i (E -in ) 2r 
e v ' Therefore let us define the dimensionless 

parameter 

and write ' 

er?uif) 

Equations 1 a,b now become 

/ f 
JÊ-Atfc-i r 'r <F/>)=-0 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(4a) 

r U(f) —0 
(4b) 

Now we can solve equations 4 a,b by power series methods. 

x5(p-f%^‘y{> 

Equations 4 a,b now become 

(5a) 

(5b) 

%fVjlJy(y-<)+2sv+StS-ÙfZ\<l-Âfai)]+2i>r-,[fl-S'Vfl]-B^O <6b> 
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where B = iGZa. 

The indicial equations to equations 6 a,b are 

O.pCS -Ù t £ -// tBL-O (7a) 

i>„^s(.s-i)=-O (7b) 

In order to insure a non-trivial solution to the pair of 

equations in 7, the determinant of the coefficients must 

vanish. There fore 

+JP-J?-6*2^0 <8> 

Solving equation 8 for S, we get 

-s= -*(/ ±y/—?(zk^jkl*fA'--«sz2Z<')) (9) 

where the signs are independent, i.e. there are 4 roots. 

The recursion relations are 

ûyjvC^'i)f2sv+£(s-/) ’bJ+ZQy-fyq-S ~VHJ*Bby -0 

and 

b^y(y-<) *2sv+s(s -i) rzVl-A(À.f dftziy i[/t s Ear - 0 

If we solve for a^ or b^ and let V -* 00 we see that 

and similarly for a^. Therefore to have normalizable 

eigenfunctions, the series must terminate for V = n+1 and 

a_ = b_ = 0 we get 
n+1 n+1 
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and 

za*[ft-s-n]-0 

Therefore A-S-n = 0. Making use of the definition of A, 

and solving for the energy, we get 

m*  
£- [b (10) 

If we define n = n + k we can write the energy as 

£n = 
fit 

(ID 

where S was given earlier as 

o~ y /~40£P-Ax'± ù?+6,X2%(x)) 

Klein-Gordon Limit (G = 0) 

In the Klein-Gordon case, if k is positive k 

if k is negative k = -A. Therefore 

s=-i+i iHbiïf+ô'BïFjt I 
for either case*. 

= A+l, 

Simplifying 

which is the standard Klein-Gordon result. 

* The choice of signs for S will be discussed in general 
at the end of this appendix. 
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Dirac Case (G = -i) 

To see that our result agrees with the Dirac result 

we substitute G = -i into equation 9. Then 

S can now be rewritten as 

In the Dirac case we must choose both signs to be positive. 

Now 

which is the known Dirac result. 

Let us now examine the wavefunctions of our problem 

for arbitrary real G. We wrote 

In terms of p = V 
1 ? m -E r we found 

£.(>)= (ID 

ÿf) - î (12) 

S—1 
Due to the p factor, to insure the proper behavior at 

the origin, we must take the positive sign on the external 

radical in the expression for S. Now define 

p s -1 +3} 
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From Section II we have 

ST-2 = <T-^ - £4 £ 4 
(13) 

Substituting our expression for 0 into equation 1 gives, 

after simplification 

X-8 Y>T?H<f>T? 
(O 

where 

‘ 6i-jl 

+£alOt 

and 

Since we wish to investigate the normalizability of 

our wavefunction, let us look at the scalar product. 

where 

2‘(i) 

xys- m<-tt) 
Therefore 
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Due to the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, 

most of the terns in the scalar product integrate to zero. 

Therefore 

Since all four terms in equation 14 have the same p 

dependence, we will investigate only the f*0 term. 

(14) 

f 

If any term in the series for the scalar product diverges, 

it should be the v = 0, H = 0 term. For this term we have 

-Z 

Therefore 
'<X> 

The only restriction we have here is that 

This implies 

Making use of our definition of q, we see that this requires 

d\j/~ ~ _i 

ror S+?4/ >o 
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which is equivalent to 

i-iA'-f&'-z&ô 7-\ 

Therefore the exterior sign must be chosen positive to be 

valid for all values of k. We now have the requirement 

that 

The only way this can be assured for all values of G is 

to choose the negative sign. 
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APPENDIX C 

Details of the Solution of the Constant Magnetic 

Field Problem 

In Section II we arrived at equation 30 for a par¬ 

ticle in a magnetic field. 

Hr-, Ytr+e 'Se&'fy s 0 

If we now write 

we can separate the equation. Substituting for 0^ and then 

dividing the equation by 0^ we have 

dT1pk+±.y&.+±ESi-£e&&li-d. -£p5*tB\.8*e’~o 

Therefore ~ -A: 
so that 

This equation describes the free particle motion in the z- 

direction. 

The remaining equation is now 

Since ô/ôcp commutes with the operator in equation 1, we can 

find functions \|f^(r,cp) such that they satisfy equation 1 

and are eigenfunctions of . Then 
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Therefore i|r^(r,cp) = e1^(%(r) where 3 is an integer. Equation 

1 now reduces to 

(2) 

■2 _ e2B2 2.„2 „ J2 , 2 

(3) 

If we define 6 = c ^ and X = peB-m^+E^-BeG^-k.^ equation 

2 simplifies to 

Asymptotically equation 3 goes to 

-0 
CA^ 

(as r-^oo) 

Therefore, for large r, our wavefunction should behave like 

- 1 r2 
2 
e . So we write 

-ir'- 
7\u) =■ €. T F(<d 

and equation 3 now becomes 

(4) 

Equation 4 can be further simplified by making a change of 

variables. Let T| = Jb r and equation 4 becomes 

(5) 

We can now solve equation 5 by ordinary power series 

methods. Assume that F(r)} has the form 

RQ - f&r 
y^e> 

(6) 
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Substituting equation 6 into equation 5 we have 

*>*-(*% * 

^@0!t ■ ■ ■ ~o 

In equation aQ and a^ are independent and arbitrary but we 

2 2 2 2 
cannot have S = (3 and (S+l) = (3 simultaneously. Either 

aQ or a^ must be zero. Therefore, choose a^ = 0. Therefore 

s = ±{3,. but since we want a solution regular at the origin, 

we choose S = |p|. 

Just as in the case of the harmonic oscillator, the 

solution is non-normalizable unless the series is terminated 

for some value of v. Therefore we set a^ = 0 for v = 2n'+2 

where n' is some integer. 

In general, the coefficients are related by 

-z (s+v-d ctr-z 
To terminate the series we must have 

Z(s+2n'-*\)S =Z(lph2*'* 0 
Making use of the definitions for X and 6, we arrive at an 

expression for the energy 

£ &YYl -t-kf + f + jp! 

Now define n = n' + and this equation becomes 

£^ rvF+JC*eBiZn-ti-tCô (9) 



Our wavefunction 0^ can now be written 

71. 

where F(r) is determined by equations 6 and 8. We 

an expression for an arbitrary coefficient 

where y is restricted to be even. 

The wavefunction 0^ depends on our parameter 

F(r). Explicitly 

f IT lis -ZUft/A-t f 

do) 

can write 

(11) 

G only in 
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APPENDIX D 

The Nonrelativistic Limit of the Guertin-Guth Equation 

We will now investigate the nonrelativistic limit 

of the Guertin-Guth equation. The Klein-Gordon and Dirac 

equations are not included here since they are well- toowii26) 

and reduce to the Schroedinger and the Pauli equations 

respectively. 

In the presence of an electromagnetic field our equa¬ 

tion can be written 

'it V't, «=If 

In the nonrelativistic limit we expect the wavefunction 

¥(x t) 
to varY approximately as 

where ^ is a slowly varying function of time. Substi¬ 

tuting this back into the wave equation gives 

(i) 

if we now write 

our equation can be put in the form 

<m - gniUty* *• -z»(xh <*© (2) 
therefore we have the relation between CÇ and x 
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If we assume the interaction is small, then 

or 

2.M 

-y__ g- ÏÏ tfl 
/■ (it&i>?rt'-4Mz- T OtaW v "4 w 

In the nonrelativistic limit the factors involving TT
Z 

should be negligible since they are roughly proportional 

2 2 2 
to u (u /c in units other than h = c = 1). Therefore 

y ^ têt^-IL—(0 
^ ~ Zm r 

Substituting equation 3 into equation 2 gives 

£-a)tf +e.0 

(3) 

(4) 

Making use of the properties of the Pauli matrices we have 

SMT^-TT = IT- esr-£ 
Substituting this into equation 4 we find 

which is just the standard Pauli equation except for the 

2 
factor of G in the expression for the magnetic moment. 
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